in the next

Sooner Magazine

The May issue of Sooner Magazine will feature a report on the Altizer-Pike dialogue held March 11-13 at OU's Conference on Religion (Sooner News-Makers, Feb.) In addition there will be a discussion of the question "Can a Specialist Be an Educated Man?" by Dr. J. Clayton Feaver, David Ross Boyd professor of philosophy; Dr. J. R. Morris, dean of University College, and Dr. Duane H. D. Roller, McCasland professor of the history of science. There will also be news of campus events and spring moods, notes on alumni, and sports coverage.

see scandinavia

There are still openings available on the OU Alumni Association Tour to Scandinavia which will spend 22 days in August visiting Scotland, Norway, Sweden, and Denmark. The tour, composed entirely of Sooner alumni, will depart New York by jet on Aug. 3 and return Aug. 25. During the three weeks abroad the Association's 18th tour will visit Edinburgh, Scotland; Bergen, Stalheim, Sogndal, and Oslo, Norway; Stockholm and Gothenburg, Sweden, and Copenhagen, Denmark. The total cost is $995. This economy rate is possible because of the group plan. Your one fee covers all transportation (by jet mostly, though there are also boat and car trips through the Norwegian fjords), hotels (first class with bath), meals, sightseeing side trips, tips and taxes, and a tour leader and guide who handle all of the details, leaving you free to enjoy what you came for. And one-fourth of your time is completely unscheduled. Write Guy Brown, OU Alumni Office, for details.

Sooner Boosters

Advertisers below and elsewhere in Sooner Magazine are recommended for their efficient, friendly service. You are urged to patronize a Sooner Booster.
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O. T. McCall, Class of 1940

Union Beauty Salon
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